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DefineFontNameNameand Set
FontSpacing as required for a font.
The font family does not include a
space character. The definition of
the character that should be black,
if FontColorNameis not specified, is
either the character used for the
default foreground color or, if the
default foreground color is not
black, the character used for the
default text color. If FontBold is
true, the font is a boldface font.
The PrintClientFont function prints
a string. In addition to the standard
formatting of that string with the
appropriate font, any text that is
added with the AddStrings function
is also drawn with the font that's
being used. The use of the SetFont
function produces a different
effect. It replaces the current font
with a new font and appends a text
string to the first text string that
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was added with the AddStrings
function. The use of the SetFont
function causes the current font to
be replaced only for the remaining
string, the font used to draw that
string being overwritten with the
font being used to draw the rest of
the string. When the SetFont
function is called for a FontFamily
member of the FmFamily data
structure, it doesn't clear the
entire device-font font family
member in which it's being called.
It is therefore appropriate to use a
ClearDeviceFontFamily function to
clear a font family before it is set
to a new font. Printing through the
Generic/Text only printer driver
discards ALL font information along
with all other control codes. That is
its intendedpurpose.If you want to
have control over the font, then
you have to use the correct printer
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driver for your printer. Terry's
comment about using a resident
printer font is a good tip. Using a
true-type font, for instance means
that the printer driver will render
the page image in graphics mode
then send the graphical data to the
printer. That is a lot more data to
send, and the printer will print
slower in graphics mode
anyway.You need to choose fonts
that are native to the printer. To do
this, load an application that
includes printer fonts in its list of
available fonts (they show up with
a printer icon alongside instead of
the TT logo or whatever). Look for
something like Roman 10cpi,
Roman 12cpi etc.Now that you
know what they are called, switch
back to CR and see if it lets you
specify those fonts. I don't have
CR, so I can't advise there.With
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QuickReport, although the font
selector will not show you any
printer fonts, if you know the name
of a printer font you can just type
it into the Object Inspector after
you have clicked the + sign to
expand the Font property
details.Beware that working this
way, the design mode and preview
mode will not be particularly
WYSIWYG!--Bill Sparrow--
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